“I speak
to women
who are seeking connection
with others on the Mind, Body, Spirit Journey. ”
My Why
Through my spirituality, I have overcome many of life's
obstacles. In my mid 30's, I left my addict husband of 17
years and found myself as a single mom working three
jobs to provide for my 11-year-old son. I believed that
there was more to life than what I was living. I dug deeper
into my spiritual journey through meditation, reading, and
a 12 step program. What I found was healing, a deep level
of healing.
In the years following, I was able to develop a healthy
relationship with a man who loved my child and me. I put
myself back through school as a graphic designer and
started working as a VA for an online company.
I have gathered multiple clients in less than four years after
graduation and created my own creative agency, which
now employees my husband and son.
Wanting to continue on my spiritual journey, I began a
10-month intensive yoga training program. Through my
yoga training journey, I felt called to share my spiritual
journey with women who may just be beginning theirs.
Women who may have questions or just feel stuck where
they are.

Speech Topics and Titles

I’m available for guest spots on your podcast or
online summit. Below are a few things I speak of
passionately.

Business: I went from working three jobs
to working 30 hours a week while
attending college to becoming a VA. I
now own a 6 figure creative agency in
less than ten years. Anything is possible
when following your purpose and heart.
Inspirational: I believe that sharing my
story of not settling and choosing to
overcome my life's situation can inspire
women to get "unstuck."
Grounding Journey: Connecting with
women about the experiences of digging
into a spiritual journey
Favorite Topics: Yoga, Meditation, Crystal
Healing, Chakras, Reiki

I believe we are all on a journey, what we choose to do
with our experience is up to us. When we connect with
others on a similar journey, we can help each other
deepen the connection to ourselves, other women, our
purpose, and universal energy.
Together we can explore overcoming obstacles in our
lives, trusting ourselves, listening to intuition, and your
inner knowing.
Check Out my podcast at
www.groundingjourneypodcast.com

www.groundingjourney.com

connect@www.groundingjourney.com

